
Standards 
for Professional 
Learning Week

We will 
begin 
shortly.

If you can see the 
slide, you are 
all set. 

All attendees are 
muted upon entry.

Please use the chat 
feature to introduce 
yourself! 

WELCOME!
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M O N D A Y T U E S D A Y W E D N E S D A Y T H U R S D A Y F R I D A Y

April 24 
3 pm ET

April 25 
3 pm ET

April 26 
3 pm ET

April 27 
3 pm ET

April 28
3 pm ET

One year in: 
Advancing 
outcomes for 
all learners
• Reviewing the state 

of Standards after 
Year One

• Improving learner 
outcomes by 
addressing specific 
challenges

• Tool: Advancing 
Outcomes for All 
Learners

Elevating educator 
voices and 
behaviors
• Sharing stories 

of Standards in 
context helps initiate 
implementation

• Identifying key 
behaviors helps 
realize the vision 
of high-quality 
professional learning

• Tools: Vignettes 
and Innovation 
Configuration maps

Following 
policy pathways 
to support 
high-quality 
professional 
learning
• Policymaking 

impacts practice and 
can be integrated in 
various ways

• Tool: Policy 
Pathways to 
Standards 
Implementation

Examining impact
• How assessment of 

professional learning 
can lead to greater 
impact of leading, 
teaching, and 
learning

• Tool: The Standards 
Assessment 
Inventory (SAI)

Embedding 
equity for all 
• Identifying common 

equity challenges 
and exploring 
various resources 
for aligned support 

• Tool: Selected 
Resources for 
Equity Challenges

Standards Kickoff Week overview 

The sessions will be recorded and available at standards.learningforward.org. 

https://standards.learningforward.org/
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A conversation about real-world scenarios and promising behaviors 

Elizabeth Foster

Machel Mills-Miles 
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Welcome all learners! 

How familiar are you with Standards for Professional Learning?

• 1 - This is my first exposure to standards.

• 2 - I have read the standards and some of the resources. 

• 3 - I know the standards fairly well and am currently implementing them in my context. 

• 4 - I know the standards well enough to teach them to others. 
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Why Standards for Professional Learning?

The research overview and links to meta-analysis 
is available at standards.learningforward.org

• Standards for Professional Learning 
is grounded in evidence from the use 
of past standards and insights from 
the field.

• A literature review and meta-analysis 
conducted by AIR (American 
Institutes for Research) found 
“consistent evidence that program 
alignment with the Learning Forward 
Standards for Professional Learning 
is associated with improved teacher 
instruction and student achievement 
outcomes.” 

https://standards.learningforward.org/
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AIR meta-analysis
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Findings overview

The 2022 Standards have a large positive effect on instruction 
and student achievement:

• Each of the 2022 Standards was positively associated with 
teacher instruction and positively and significantly associated 
with student achievement. 

• Range of effect sizes, but all are significantly different from zero. 

• Positive but nonsignificant effect for the revised Leadership 
Standard; teams are investigating why this is and pointing to 
other research in our own publication. 

• Report from AIR also points to areas in need of further research, 
AND areas that are better understood through qualitative 
research such as case studies (especially related to the 
conditions/context that support high-quality professional learning). 
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Finding
The 2022 Standards have a significant positive effect on teacher instruction:

Figure 5:
Average 
Effect Sizes 
of Teacher 
Instruction for 
Each 2022 
Professional 
Learning 
Standard
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Finding
The 2022 Standards have a significant positive effect on student achievement:

Figure 6:
Average 
Effect Sizes 
of Student 
Achievement 
for Each 2022 
Professional 
Learning 
Standard



How standards lead to improvement for all learners



Standards work in concert within a system framework



• Rigorous content for 
each learner

• Transformational 
processes

• Conditions for success

The frames



Rigorous 
content for 
each learner

The essential 
content of adult 
learning that leads 
to improved 
student outcomes

A system framework



Transformational 
processes

Process elements of 
professional learning 
that explain how 
educators sustain 
significant changes 
in their knowledge, 
skills, practices, and 
mindsets

A system framework



Conditions for 
success

Aspects of the 
professional learning 
context, structures, 
and cultures that 
undergird high-
quality professional 
learning

A system framework
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Standards summaries

https://standards.learningforward.org/standards-for-professional-learning/#

https://standards.learningforward.org/standards-for-professional-learning/


What is included in each standard?
Common stem Three components or 

concepts are included 
in the narrative

Linkages with other 
standards suggest how 
these components work 

together to create a 
system

Selected research is 
listed at the end of 

each standard 



Explicit, inclusive equity standards



Gaining momentum as a go-to resource

• Pageviews
182.8k+

• Unique pageviews
142.1k+

• Tool downloads
5.5k+

• Video views
15k+

• Global website visitors
43.9k+
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Visit standards.learningforward.org for resources useful for sharing, studying, and 
implementation of Standards for Professional Learning* 

Additional resources

* Some resources are available in full to anyone who visits standards.learningforward.org, while others require membership in 
Learning Forward.

Resources include:
• Role-based action guides 
• Innovation configuration maps

• Quick-start guide

• Research resources
• Policy tools

https://standards.learningforward.org/
https://standards.learningforward.org/
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Challenge

Educators have studied the standards but 

are unsure what professional learning “looks 

like” when multiple standards are 

implemented.
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Standards vignettes
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Standards vignettes



Standards vignettes

Purpose

• To help educators envision what professional 
learning aligned with or informed by standards 
looks like. 

• To help educators picture the standards in action 
in a real-world setting. 

• To help educators consider how standards-based 
professional learning can address essential 
challenges.



Action steps
• Read the vignette once for a holistic picture.
• Re-read the scenario attending to the following: 

o Observe headers for clues
o Identify challenges within the system’s context
o Identify how system attempts to address challenges
o Acknowledge small and large achievements within 

the story.

• With a team, discuss what you can learn from the 
similarities and differences between the scenario 
and your context. 

• Integrate the learning as you develop or revise 
your system’s plan for professional learning. 

Standards vignettes



Observe headers for signals



Identify challenges



Identify solutions



Acknowledge successes
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Behind the Scenes: 

Real world 

scenarios for 

implementing 

standards  

w/Elizabeth Foster
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Challenge

Educators are unsure how to enact the 

standards in their specific daily work with 

implementing professional learning.
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Hall and Hord, (2011). Implementing change: 
Patterns, principles, and potholes. Boston: 
Allyn & Bacon.

An instrument used to 
define and measure 
implementation of a 
new program or 
practice 

What is an
Innovation 
Configuration 
map?



Innovation Configuration maps

Purpose

• To help educators envision what the standards 
look like when enacted by individuals in systems 
and schools. 

• To support planning, implementation, monitoring, 
and evaluation of professional learning. 

• To help educators understand how their 
responsibilities and actions with professional 
learning align to with the responsibilities of others. 
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Action Guides
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Previewing the Action Guide for the Superintendent
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Action Guides with Innovation Configuration maps

New New
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Action Guides with Innovation Configuration maps

New New
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Previewing the Innovation Configuration maps
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Drilling down into one Innovation Configuration map
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Drilling down into one Innovation Configuration map
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Drilling down into one Innovation Configuration map



Innovation Configuration maps

New
Action steps
• Read the desired outcomes for each construct.
• Study the corresponding behaviors for each 

outcome.
• Determine the most impactful & actionable 

entry point. 
• Collaboratively develop a plan for 

implementing the behaviors.
• Select a time to follow up to monitor progress 

or modify plans based on evidence. 
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Behind the Scenes: 

Behaviors that 

advance professional 

learning

w/Machel Mills-Miles
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Discussion 

and

Questions
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M O N D A Y T U E S D A Y W E D N E S D A Y T H U R S D A Y F R I D A Y

April 24 
3 pm ET

April 25 
3 pm ET

April 26 
3 pm ET

April 27 
3 pm ET

April 28
3 pm ET

One year in: 
Advancing 
outcomes for 
all learners
• Reviewing the state 

of Standards after 
Year One

• Improving learner 
outcomes by 
addressing specific 
challenges

• Tool: Advancing 
Outcomes for All 
Learners

Elevating educator 
voices and 
behaviors
• Sharing stories 

of Standards in 
context helps initiate 
implementation

• Identifying key 
behaviors helps 
realize the vision 
of high-quality 
professional learning

• Tools: Vignettes 
and Innovation 
Configuration maps

Following 
policy pathways 
to support 
high-quality 
professional 
learning
• Policymaking 

impacts practice and 
can be integrated in 
various ways

• Tool: Policy 
Pathways to 
Standards 
Implementation

Examining impact
• How assessment of 

professional learning 
can lead to greater 
impact of leading, 
teaching, and 
learning

• Tool: The Standards 
Assessment 
Inventory (SAI)

Embedding 
equity for all 
• Identifying common 

equity challenges 
and exploring 
various resources 
for aligned support 

• Tool: Selected 
Resources for 
Equity Challenges

Standards Kickoff Week overview 

The sessions will be recorded and available at standards.learningforward.org. 

https://standards.learningforward.org/
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Join us in the Standards Lab

4:00 - 4:30 
pm EDT

See chat for 
the link to 
join.  

Ø Share your impressions
Ø Ask additional questions
Ø Hear more about how to use the tool in your 

context


